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Price Three Cents

CAMPAIGN LETTER TO FRATERNITIES CAUSES PROTEST

(Control of Jr. Prom Committee By Fraternity Men

RESULTS WITHHELD BY INSTITUTE COMMITTEE

Author of Circular Unknown

Executive Committee Investigates

As a result of an attempt by an unidentified group to enter control of the Junior Prom Committee by bribery, the Executive Committee on Tuesday withdrew approval of a $100 in cash in a move to give the Executive Committee the opportunity to investigate this group's organization. The charges were based on an attempt to bribe members of the committee. The committee decided that the matter was too serious to be ignored and has decided to take action.

Dr. Willett, who has been a member of the Prom Committee, said that the charges are serious and that the committee is prepared to take action. The committee will meet to discuss the matter further.
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NO STANDING STILL

MATERIAL PROGRESS

DISPITE depression and other current stagnating influences, progress continues and the world still changes. From London one reads a news dispatch that new roads will be cut and old ones widened through a district of considerable historic interest because trucks from the docks can travel no faster than a mile an hour through the antiquated, narrow streets. From New York one learns that a most objectionable section of the infamous Lower East Side, the condemnation of which has long been advocated by social workers, is finally being demolished to make room for an approach to a new tunnel under the East River. And twice in the past year railroad trains of radically new construction have given remarkable demonstrations of speed and economy in record-breaking runs.

Perhaps it has been the interwoven psychological effect of our widespread economic difficulties that has made prevalent today the attitude exemplified by the official of the patient officer who around 1845 resigned his position because nothing more was left to be invented and the office would soon close anyway because of lack of activity. It was in this frame of mind that H. G. Wells, a year ago, wrote his gloomy "Shape of Things to Come." Yet only complete economic collapse will bar us from seeing a world that will, in a material sense, show multitudes of improvements on what we have today. There are two fields of activity where there are strong indications that sweeping progress will be made in the immediate future. These are housing and rail road transportation, both of which have been, until now, our most backward industries.

Both public and private organizations are planning to stimulate general business recovery through large-scale, low-cost housing projects to replace tenements. A new art of city planning is being developed to design living quarters for the benefit of the people living in them rather than for the real estate promoters who make money on the up-and-down railroadings. We have come to the end of a long period of stability with the "Empire State" and "Union Pacific's" new record-breaking aluminum trains. Perhaps it is not too much to expect that in ten years the present form of locomotive will be obsolete and discarded and used only for freight transportation. The possibilities of intensive, high-speed transportation for relieving the excessively high population densities in the large cities are apparent and the social advantages of such a movement are questionable. And all this is as it should be, according to Spencer's theory, there is no such thing as standing still.

IS IT FAIR?

SKY-WRITING

LAST Saturday saw in the sky an art which he has not been used in greater Boston for almost ten years. An automobile concern received sky-writing for the advertisement of a product. At approximately two o'clock in the afternoon an aeroplane, filled with incendiary devices to buy, yet it is a powerful means of bringing to the people the name of the concern which uses it.

From the advertiser's viewpoint, this method of attracting attention is hardly surpass. The average man, when he sees the beginning of such an advertisement, will continue to read until the message is finished. Although sky-writing is not adapted to imparting to the public a long message, filled with inclusions to buy, yet it is a powerful means of bringing to the people the name of the concern which uses it.

On the other hand, is sky-writing more of a nuisance than it would warrant its general use? On a day that is perfectly clear, and this is the only time when it reaches the highest intensity, is it fair to the public for the pilot to litter up the sky with man-made clouds whose purpose is primarily commercial? The business man cries "Tirn." The person with aesthetic tastes rebel.

There may be some beauty in the remarkable skill with which the pilot guides his plane through the convolutions necessary to complete the message, but which of the two, so far as beauty is concerned, is more objectionable? The "Empire State" and "Union Pacific" are perhaps the only clouds in the sky which can be called "artistic."

IT'S ALL GREERS TO HIM

No detective work is needed in locating the dealer who sells what you want. Just look in the "Where to Buy It" section of your telephone book! There, local dealers are listed beneath the trade marks of many advertised products—such as Philco, Greyhound Lines, Willard Batteries, Buick and Goodyear. Besides helping you find the brand you want, this service helps manufacturers check substitution, helps dealers increase sales.

"Where to Buy It" is just one of many services pioneered by Bell System men to increase the value of telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
From Committee Election Circular Sent to Fraternity Juniors

To the FRATERNITY JUNIORS:

DO YOU WANT THE JUNIOR PROM RUN BY DORM MEN AND COMMITTEES? From the present situation this seems to be the inevitable result of next Wednesday's elections. The FRATERNITY vote is split upwards of fifteen ways and no one man will secure the full fraternity support. These NON-FRATERNITY groups which have organized to back certain nominees will take every position if something isn't done to solidify the full Fraternity vote.

It is essential that INDIAN'S most important social function be run by those who will attend it and by those who have always been the social backbone of the Institute. It appears that the NON-FRATERNITY groups are amassing upon our rights when they place such strong backing behind NON-FRATERNITY men.

The only way to correct this situation is for the FRATERNITY GROUP to unite their vote on chosen candidates. This will necessitate that some houses will not be represented on the committee, but this provision is not that of a single FRATERNITY or any group of FRATERNITI. It is a violation to be backed by the judges of the FRATERNITY group.

Due to the impossibility of a mass meeting or even consulting each fraternity, the authors, have selected four men, from the candidates. We believe these to be the ones fitted, by their past achievement, for the direction of the JUNIOR PROM. The authors have chosen but four so that every man may select his own choice. The only basis for this selection is the past record and the popularity of these men about the INSTITUTE. So two men have been chosen from any one fraternity and they have been chosen without their knowledge of this venture. They are listed below:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Your own selection.

We wish to restate that this letter is sent around through no selfish interest on the part of the authors. The sole purpose is to guarantee we of the FRATERNITY, a full representation on the PROM COMMITTEE.

We hope that others who have been nominated will see that this is our only chance to insure a JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE with a decent representation of FRATERNITY men. We hope that they will attempt to gain support for this movement.

Every JUNIOR please be sure to vote on WEDNESDAY for every vote will count. If, upon reading this letter, you make a note of the selections it will insure a solid FRATERNITY vote.

LNM AND BACK THIS MOVEMENT AND HAVE YOUR JUNIOR FROM A GREAT PROMOTION.

Sincerely,
A Greek

Above is a reproduction of the circular sent out to fraternity juniors urging them to unite against the dormitory men and committers to obtain fraternity control of the Junior Prom Committee. For obvious reasons the names of the four candidates have been deleted.
GREAT INTEREST SHOWN IN BOXING

SPORTS COMMENT

The boxing season swung into full action recently with a great many candidates for freshman and varsity boxing teams. The fights held on the campus were all run under the auspices of Captain George Ewald, the boxing promoter of Tech. Tommy Rawson feels confident that there will be a much larger group of men interested in the game and have started training for the big fights.

The first of the freshman fights was held in the new Student Union gymnasium on Saturday afternoon. The opening match was won by Nick Hays of Brooklyn, New York, who outclassed and outboxed Jerry Perry of Greenfield, Massachusetts, in the 155 pound class. The second fight was won by a Tech man, Al Silverman of Ulster, New York, and the third by a Tech man, Bill Wold. Elmer Wirtz is another promising new boxing talent.

HILL-AND-DALERS READY TO COMPETE IN N. E. I. RACES

Twelve Varsity, Nine Freshman Squads Compete

Making Favor To Won

HENRY GUERK OUT

Tech's varsity and freshman cross-country teams will compete in the annual New England Interschedu- late Cross-Country Meet at Franklin Field, Monday, November 12. Tech's varsity and some freshman teams will compete this year. This year's race will be run on a new four-mile instead of the old six-miles course.

Last year the Tech team finished in sixth place, while Morton Jefferson, 36, took second place, being rounded out by five yards by David B. McNeil of New Hampshire State. 

(newspaper page continues)

SPORTS COMMENT

Ewald's indoor baseball team was champion of the Dorm league yesterday morning by defeating Walcott, 2-1. None of the three runs scored were earned. Walcott had a 3-3 lead with two out in the last inning when the Minors catcher hit a fly ball which the left fielder dropped. Two clean singles followed to put the winning runs in Minors' score. The game was undoubtedly the best played in the Dorm league for several years, some re- marks being made by the coach. At the end of the game, Coach McCarthy announced his varsity team for the next season.

The veterans returning this year include Jetterson, Vanquish, Ha- rmon, White, and Prescott, this year's captain. The coach will be Max Ronse. Coach Ronse himself expects the team to present a good rec- ord at the end of the season's contests.

Men interested in swimming are urged to come out for the team. Meetings are particularly needed for the 400- yard event. The schedule for practice sessions is as follows: Monday 4:30 to 6:00, Wednesday 5:00 to 7:00, and Friday 5:00 to 7:00.

Price of Bulletin Board Met By Ryers Of Printing

The installation of a new bulletin board of coming sport events in the Information Office in- augurates the Athletic Association's publicity system. The old method of putting up posters announcing the coming sports events has been aban- doned in favor of the new more efficient bulletin board. If the system proves to be a success, Julius B. Stelnhum, 36, Manager of the A. A. publicity department, declared anoth- er change which has already been pur- chased, will be set up in Walker Mem- orial.

He also stated that the initial cost of such a board is about $25. The Athletic Association however, has no objection to paying for themselves in two years from the sav- ings in the cost of individual posters for each athletic event. Posters, however, will continue to be used to an- nounce the sport meetings which are usually held at the beginning of the year. A new bulletin board will thus be in the absence of the many posters which had been occupying space on the bill boards, thus allowing the mass meeting places to attract more attention.

FALL TENNIS TOURNAMENT NEARS ITS COMPLETION

The fall tennis tournament is rapidly nearing completion after a slow start. Saturday of this week is the dead line for the semi-final and, as usual, the man in the lower bracket is responsible for the playing of the match. Posters, however, will continue to be used to announce these sport meetings which are usually held at the beginning of the year. A new bulletin board will thus be in the absence of the many posters which had been occupying space on the bill boards, thus allowing the mass meeting places to attract more attention.

"Don't worry, fellows, this shirt won't shrink.

As streamlined as a tarpon—the Arrow Minogs shirt is scientifically tailored to conform to the con- tour of your body. Large roomy shoulders, narrow waist and squared sleeves—no bunching or bulging in the worst weather. Nothing just a bit different, you'll favor the full-fashioned Arrow's $2.50 and up.
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CAPTAIN PROMOTED TO MAJOR'S RANK

Army Advances Thomas Johnston in the Chemical Warfare Service

Promotion of Professor Thomas J. Johnston of the Department of Military Science and Tactics from the rank of captain to major in the Chemical Warfare Service has been announced by the War Department.

Major Johnston is a native of Massachusetts, and enlisted in the Coast Artillery Corps in 1904. He served in that branch until the United States entered the World War, and in June, 1917 was appointed second lieutenant in the Coast Artillery Corps of the National Army. During the course of the war he was promoted increasingly to first lieutenant, captain, and major in the adjutant general's department. He was discharged from his National Army commission in October, 1919 and the following July accepted an appointment as captain in the Coast Artillery Corps of the Regular Army. During the following year he transferred to the Chemical Warfare Service, in which branch he has continued to serve.

Major Johnston was graduated from the Battery Officers course at the Coast Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Va. in 1922, and a year later

Electrocuting Question: When is electrocuting not electrocuting? Answer: When it is approved by the Institute Committee. We note with interest that the latter method is unfair, as it amounts to electioneering for the head vials specimen of the class of '93. But we suppose that all's fair in love and war especially if the Institute Committee is in bank of it.

JAMES S. MACVICKAR "55—PSYCHOLOGY.

He says: "I think there's a great field for psychology—so I try to hit the books for all I'm worth when I'm not in class. Smoking a Camel gives me a quick upturn in energy. Physiologically, it's a tonic. I've done it before. When I'm listless or 'low,' smoking a Camel makes me feel refreshed—as good as new. And science adds that the enjoyment one gets from Camel's fine flavor is an important psychological factor in maintaining poise."

How to get back vim and energy when "played out": Thou...
DR. EDWARD W. FORBES
WILL ADDRESS A. S. C.

(Continued from Page 1)

application of X-rays to the study of pictures. These new tools have been of great value in detecting alterations and imitations of old masterpieces. The laboratory where methods in early Italian painting, including fresco technique, are being studied will be shown as well as an extensive collection of pigments and other materials used by artists. There will be an exhibit illustrating the restoration of objects of art. Interesting microscopic specimens showing the use of the microscope in the study of objects of art will be on display.

The dinner which will as usual precede the meeting will be served at the Hotel Commander at six o'clock for $1.25 a plate. Dr. Gustavus J. Esselen will speak on "Why Chemists Leave Home." A Revue Book of the Meetings of the Chemical Society". Reservations may be secured through Dr. Arthur B. Dorie of the Institute.

COMMITTEE OPPOSES 1934 TECH CIRCUS

(Continued from Page 1)

It focused on sales of tickets. It was argued by the Institute Committee formally sanction the Circus. He stressed that it was a nationwide or a local issue. A motion was made and passed that the Institute Committee be enlarged and that the sales committee be enlarged and that the sales be tabulated and recorded accurately. A motion was made and passed that this organization be allowed to hold meetings at the Institute.

COMMITTEE APPROVES PICTURES AT POLLS

(Continued from Page 1)

They will spread the news of the proposed activity. The question of the advisability of posting pictures of nominees at the election booth by the election committee came up again when a motion was made and passed that the Institute Committee formally sanction such action. It was argued by the majority that such action was not electioneering, while the minority held that it was electioneering, an effort to have candidates elected "on their appearance" and "electioneering pure and simple," and so unconstitutional.

The Circus was not sanctioned by the Institute Committee to be held under the Institute name, according to a motion made and passed. It was stated that the possibility of injury, the doubtful financial stability, and the death of efficient management possibilities for the Circus preclude its being carried out.

The report of the Senior Week Committee was accepted. It included many proposals for increasing the efficiency of the committees. These included the recommendation that the sales committee be enlarged and that the sales should be tabulated and recorded daily. There was an unaccounted for loss of $797 resulting from poor check on sales of tickets.

Robert Newman, '36, spoke to the Committee about the Student's League for Industrial Democracy. He stressed that it was a nationwide organization with prominent men at its leader. A motion was made and passed that this organization be allowed to hold meetings at the Institute.

THE TECH
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DEdPENDABLE, stylish, money and giv-}

Eing full protection, TOWER's Fish Brand Slickers are the national choice of the collegians. Ask to see the popular "Varsity," "Topper" and "Kitcat" styles.

TOWERS

LOOK FOR THIS

BOSTON, MASS.

All Good Dealers

Copyright 1934, The American Tobacco Company

It's good to smoke Luckies for Luckies are round, Luckies are firm, Luckies are fully packed with only the clean center leaves—these are the mildest leaves—they cost more— they taste better.

"It's toasted!" 

Your cheat protection — against imitation — against smoke